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ABSTRACT: Poor performance of some buildings in the 2011 Christchurch earthquakes 

has re-emphasised the need for structural resilience.  This has been addressed in the 

Detailed Engineering Evaluation (DEE) procedure developed by the DBH Engineering 

Advisory Group which requires consideration of building performance at the ultimate 

limit and collapse limit states. 

The importance of providing a full performance-based seismic assessment considering 

both Life Safety (ultimate limit state) and Collapse Prevention performance objectives 

has become evident. Such an assessment allows progressive levels of structural damage to 

be defined and captures critical structural weaknesses.  

No specific guidance is provided in the DEE procedure for nonlinear analysis procedures. 

Furthermore, the Life Safety and Collapse Prevention limit states can be difficult to 

quantify for older RC structural elements with low transverse reinforcement contents and 

poor structural detailing.  Experimentally-derived acceptance criteria from test data-bases 

are preferred for structures prevailing modern design codes. A nonlinear analysis 

performance assessment criteria has been developed using New Zealand and North 

American research.   

The criteria provides recommendations on ground motion record scaling and the 

application of the NZS 1170.5 structural performance factor for existing buildings.  

Individual building component and overall building system performance is considered.  

Building component deficiencies have been classified recognising that the failure of 

individual building components does not always constitute a building system failure. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Poor performance of some buildings in the 2011 Christchurch earthquakes has re-emphasised the need 

for structural resilience.  In many instances it was observed that regular, well conceived buildings, 

with inherently good detailing performed well even when subjected to earthquakes loads significantly 

higher than was used in their original design.  Conversely there have been examples of other buildings 

that have performed poorly because they did not have adequate deformation capacity or redundancy to 

sustain higher than anticipated seismic loads. 

The need for increased building resilience has been addressed in the Detailed Engineering Evaluation 

(DEE) procedure developed by the DBH Engineering Advisory Group (EAG 2011) for the seismic 

assessment of non-residential buildings in Canterbury.  This document requires consideration of 

building performance beyond the ultimate limit state.  This is addressed in the DEE procedure by 

requirements to specifically assess premature collapse mechanisms; and to ensure that building egress 

paths are maintained even under higher than anticipated seismic loads.   

The objective of this paper is to summarise a proposed nonlinear analysis acceptance criteria which 
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can be used to assess the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete buildings.   

No specific guidance is provided for nonlinear analysis procedures in existing NZSEE guidelines 

(NZSEE 2006) or the DEE procedure.  This paper is intended to address this information gap.  

Acceptance criteria have been developed such that they address the building performance objectives 

detailed in the DEE procedure.  A full copy of the proposed nonlinear analysis acceptance criteria is 

included in Appendix A for reference.  A summary of the criteria proposed is outlined in the following 

sections. 

The intention is that the acceptance criteria will be extended to include other material types (i.e. 

unreinforced masonry etc) as time permits. 

2 EXISTING BUILDING PERFORMABCE LIMIT STATES 

When assessing the seismic capacity of existing buildings the DEE procedure (EAG 2011) requires the 

consideration of two performance limit states:  

 Ultimate Limit State (ULS) 

 Collapse Limit State (CLS) 

These building performance limit states are described in more detail below.  Building performance at 

the serviceability limit state is not considered in the DEE procedure as the methodology is concerned 

only with life safety. 

2.1 Ultimate Limit State 

Functional requirements for the ULS are defined in NZS 1170.5 (SNZ 2004).  These include: 

1. People within, and adjacent to the structure are not endangered by the structure or part. 

2. There is no loss of structural integrity in either the structure or part. 

2.2 Collapse Limit State 

Consideration of the CLS in the DEE procedures is limited to the identification of specific collapse 

hazards that could lead to premature collapse mechanisms and/or significant hazards to safe egress or 

life safety.  In the DEE these specific collapse hazards are termed Critical Structural Weaknesses 

(CSWs).   

No specific guidance is provided in NZS 1170.5 in terms of what defines the CLS.  For new buildings, 

designed to modern design standards with ductile materials and configurations, it is assumed in 

NZS 1170.5 that a margin of between 1.5 and 1.8 exists between ULS and CLS.  The intention of the 

DEE procedure is to ensure that a similar margin is provided in existing buildings.  It is stated in the 

DEE procedure that it is not the intention of the methodology to be used as a process to force upgrades 

of primary lateral load resisting systems. 

Relevant CSWs identified in the DEE procedure as requiring consideration at the CLS include: 

1. Plan and vertical irregularity 

2. Short columns 

3. Pounding 

4. Inadequate seating of precast floor units, stairs, ramps etc 

5. Inadequate diaphragm collectors 

6. Inadequate precast cladding panel clearances and connectors 
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3 NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ASSESSMENT METHODOLGY 

3.1 Existing Nonlinear Assessment Guidelines 

The structural performance of existing buildings in New Zealand has typically been assessed using one 

or more of the following references: 

 Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in Earthquakes 

(NZSEE 2006) 

 FEMA 356 - Prestandard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings 

(FEMA 2000) 

 HCG Performance Based Evaluation of Buildings Parts 1 – 4 (Kelly 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 

2010d) 

FEMA 356 has been superseded by ASCE 41-06 Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings (ASCE 

2006).  In addition to this ASCE 41-06 was partially updated when ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 was 

published (ASCE 2007). 

The first two references quantify building performance at the component level and not the system 

level.  Building performance is deemed unacceptable if one component exceeds the allowable 

deformation or force limits prescribed in the document.  It has been noted previously that this is a 

conservative assessment criteria as it does not consider the consequences of the component failure on 

the overall system performance (Kelly 2010b). 

The lack of an established assessment criteria for global building performance makes the assessment 

of buildings at the system level difficult.  Work undertaken by Kelly in the form of the HCG 

Performance Based Evaluation of Buildings Parts 1 – 4 has attempted to address this difficult issue.  

Publication of the more recent DEE procedure has meant that some modifications to the original HCG 

performance based evaluation criteria are needed. 

3.2 ASCE 41-06 Performance Limit States 

ASCE 41-06 considers three performance limit states, Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety (LS) 

and Collapse Prevention (CP).  Some uncertainty exists with regard to how these performance limit 

states correlate with that defined in NZS 1170.5.  In some respects, this has historically been due to 

lack of correlation between the FEMA 356 deformation limits and what has been observed in 

laboratory testing, particularly for reinforced concrete elements. 

More recent information published in ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 has helped address some of these 

concerns.  The ASCE 41-06 LS limit state is described as: 

 “the post earthquake damage state in which significant damage to the structure has 

occurred but some margin against either partial of total collapse remains.  Some 

structural elements are severely damaged but this has not resulted in large falling debris 

hazards, either inside or outside the building”.   

With reference to Section 2.1 it can be observed that this is similar to the NZS 1170.5 ULS.  Similarly 

the ASCE 41-06 CP limit state is described as: 

“the post-earthquake damage state in which the building is on the verge of partial or total 

collapse. Substantial damage to the structure has occurred, potentially including 

significant degradation in the stiffness and strength of the lateral-force resisting system, 

large permanent lateral deformation of the structure, and—to a more limited extent—

degradation in vertical-load-carrying capacity. However, all significant components of 

the gravity load-resisting system must continue to carry their gravity load demands. 

Significant risk of injury due to falling hazards from structural debris may exist.” 

It is evident that the ASCE 41-06 CP limit state is similar to some elements of the DEE procedure.  
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However it is also evident that the ASCE 41-06 CP limit state may not provide sufficient guidance on 

some collapse hazards that have been identified in the DEE procedure (i.e. CSWs 4, 5 and 6 identified 

previously in Section 2.2).  This is in some part due to regional differences in design and construction 

methodologies.  One example is the extensive use of precast concrete in New Zealand compared with 

North America. 

4 BUILDING COMPONENT ASSESSMENT  

4.1 Component Assessment Methodology 

A modified version of the ASCE 41-06 performanced based assessment approach has been adopted.  

The deformation capacity of reinforced concrete elements that satisfy the detailing requirements of 

NZS 3101 (SNZ 2006) are calculated using the material strain limits provided in the standard.  When 

NZS 3101 compliant detailing is not present the ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 deformation limits for 

secondary components have been generally used.  In some circumstances concerns exist that ASCE 

41-06 Supplement 1 may potentially be unconservative and more conservative criteria have been 

adopted. 

Adoption of the ASCE 41-06 secondary limits requires that these components be analysed with 

elements where the full backbone curve is explicitly modelled including strength and stiffness 

degradation.  Degrading strength and stiffness elements add complexity to element formulation and 

may cause numerical problems during an analysis (Kelly, 2010c).  This has been found to be the case 

for columns in the past.  The more conservative ASCE 41-06 primary limits, which can be used 

without component strength and stiffness degradation, can be adopted when this occurs. 

NZS 3101 does not provide specific guidance on the deformation capacity of reinforced concrete 

elements at the IO or CP.  CP deformation limits have conservatively been estimated as 1.5 x ULS 

limits on the basis that ULS material strain limits in NZS 3101 have been determined such that 

adequate reserve exists to accommodate the anticipated deformation demands associated with a 

maximum considered earthquake.  IO deformation limits for NZS 3101 compliant components have 

been derived from the ASCE 41-06 limits for similar components.   

Shear capacity of beam, column and beam-column joint components is assessed using the NZSEE 

recommendations (NZSEE 2006). 

Specific exceptions to the methodology outlined above for component assessment are summarised in 

the following sections.  Refer to Appendix A for a more detailed description of the proposed 

component modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria. 

4.2 Reinforced Concrete Beams 

The secondary component LS deformation limit for ASCE 41-06 beam condition (i) (i.e. beams with 

conforming transverse reinforcing, -’/bal ≤0.0 and V/(bwdf’c) ≤ 0.25) has been modified.  The 

deformation limit has been increased from the original ASCE 41-06 value of 0.02 to 0.035 radians.  

The modification has been made for the following reasons: 

1. The original ASCE 41-06 secondary LS limit was less than the primary CP limit.  This is 

inconsistent with what would be expected for a beam with this detailing. 

2. The original ASCE 41-06 secondary life safety limit was 0.4 times the secondary CP limit.  

This contravenes the ASCE 41-06 acceptance criteria protocol which states that the secondary 

LS limit should be 0.75 times the secondary CP limit. 

3. The plastic rotation limit proposed is 0.75 times the secondary CP limit in accordance with the 

acceptance criteria protocol.   

It is understood that the ASCE 41 Reinforced Concrete Issues Team sub-committee is currently 

reviewing this anomaly and the secondary LS deformation limit is expected to be increased. 
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Frame elongation effects are assessed using a procedure recently developed at the University of 

Canterbury (Fenwick et. al. 2010).  Noting that explicit modelling of frame elongation effects is not 

yet possible due to the lack of appropriate modelling guidance, an assessment of frame elongation is 

made post-analysis using the results of the non-linear analysis. 

4.3 Reinforced Concrete Columns 

Deformation limits for ASCE 41-06 condition (ii) columns (i.e. flexure-shear mode) have been 

modified as research that was undertaken at the University of Canterbury (Boys et. al. 2008) indicates 

that these limits may be unconservative in some instances.  Primary component deformation limits 

have been adopted and the shear demand/capacity ratio (Vp/Vn) has been reduced from 0.6 to 0.55.  A 

companion paper (Boys & Bull 2012) details the background to these modifications. 

Deformation limits for ASCE 41-06 condition (iii) columns (i.e. shear mode) have also been modified.  

More conservative rotation limits taken from ASCE 41-06 for reinforced concrete shear wall elements 

failing in shear have been adopted.  

4.4 Reinforced Concrete Shearwalls 

Thin reinforced concrete shear walls containing flexural plastic hinges can fail prematurely due to out-

of-plane buckling.  This is not explicitly addressed in NZSEE (2006) Guidelines or in ASCE 41-06.  A 

procedure has been developed to enable the deformation capacity of thin reinforced concrete walls to 

be determined.  For reinforced concrete shear walls more than two stories high the limiting plastic 

rotation associated with out-of-plane bucking, p,wb, can be estimated using the following expression: 
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Where, 

Ar = Wall aspect ratio hw/lw 

bc = Thickness of boundary region at potential plastic hinge region 

kl = Building performance limit state factor 

   =  1.0 for life safety limit state 

   =  1.5 for collapse prevention limit state 

km = Critical buckling length factor 
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fy = Probable yield strength of the reinforcement. 

lp = Effective plastic hinge length calculated in accordance with NZS 3101. 

lo = Critical buckling length of wall 

   =   wr lA044.02.0                             (3) 

 = Effective depth factor. 

   =  0.8 for doubly reinforced walls 

   =  0.5 for single reinforced walls 

y = yield curvature calculated in accordance with NZS 3101 

 = Vertical reinforcing stability factor 

   = 0.1
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c
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The procedure is based on research originally undertaken by Paulay & Park (1993) which forms the 

basis for current NZS 3101 code requirements for ductile walls.  Further details related to the 

derivation of Equation (1) are provided in Appendix A.  It is also noted that the existing NZS 3101 

requirements for wall slenderness may be unconservative for ductile walls that contain high strength 
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reinforcing steel (i.e. fy > 300 MPa). 

A methodology to calculate the degradation of the concrete component of shear resistance in plastic 

hinge regions of reinforced concrete shear walls has also been developed.  It is proposed that the 

probable concrete component of shear resistance, vcp, in the plastic hinge region be taken as the greater 

of Equations (5) and (6) below:   
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Where, 

N
*
 = Wall axial load 

Ag = Gross area of wall section 

f’c = Concrete compressive strength 
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p = plastic rotation angle, radians. 

Ar = Wall aspect ratio taken as hw/lw 

fy   = Yield strength of wall reinforcing steel  

With the limitation of 1.0 ≤≤0.25.   

Equations (5) to (6) are based on existing NZSEE (2206) Guidelines and NZS 3101 which have been 

modified such that  is expressed in terms of plastic rotations.  Further details related to the derivation 

of Equations (5) and (6) are provided in Appendix A.  

4.5 Precast Floor Unit Seating 

Loss of seating of precast floor units is considered to be a deformation controlled action (EAG 2011). 

University of Canterbury (Fenwick et. al. 2010) assessment criteria have been adopted to quantify 

floor unit seating reductions.  Minimum residual seating acceptance criteria proposed for precast floor 

units are detailed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Acceptance criteria for precast floor unit seating 

Precast Floor Unit Type 
Min Residual Seating (mm) 

ULS CLS 

Hollow-core, flat slab & rib 20 20 

Tee & double tee 25 25 

4.6 Stairs and Ramps 

Loss of seating of sliding stairs and ramps is also considered to be a deformation controlled action 

(EAG 2011).  As was the case previously for precast floor units, University of Canterbury (Fenwick 

et. al., 2010) assessment criteria have been adopted to quantify sliding stair and ramp seating 

reductions.  Minimum residual seating acceptance criteria are detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Acceptance criteria for precast concrete stairs and ramps  

Description Category 
Min Residual Seating (mm) 

ULS CLS 

Primary Egress Stair or 

Ramp 
E-1 

20 
20 

Secondary Egress Stair or 

Ramp 
E-2 

20 
N/A 

 

4.7 Precast Concrete Cladding Panels 

Precast Concrete cladding panels are considered force and deformation controlled components 

(EAG 2011).  Non-ductile panel fixings are considered force controlled.  Sliding joints and panel 

clearances are considered deformation controlled.  Cladding panels are classified into categories as 

detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3 Classification of Cladding Panels 

Panel Description Category 

Cladding Panel representing a hazard to primary egress 

paths or access routes for emergency personnel 

CP-1 

All other panels CP-2 

Sliding joints of category CP-1 panels shall have adequate clearances to accommodate expected 

building displacements at the CLS.  Non-ductile fixings of category CP-1 panels shall have adequate 

capacity to resist the CLS loads.  Sliding joints of category CP-2 panels shall have adequate clearances 

to accommodate expected building displacements at the ULS.  Non-ductile fixings of category CP-2 

panels shall have adequate capacity to resist the ULS loads 

5 BUILDING SYSTEM ASSESSMENT  

5.1 System Assessment Methodology 

A modified version of the assessment procedure developed by Kelly (2010b) has been adopted.  

Overall building system performance is quantified by the categorisation of component deficiencies.  

Component deficiencies are categorised as either critical or non-critical in terms of building system 

performance.  Critical component deficiencies are those component deficiencies which could initiate a 

global building collapse (i.e. failure of columns, walls, low redundancy transfer elements, precast floor 

units) or which represent a hazard to primary egress paths or access routes for emergency personnel.  

Failure of components identified as CSWs by the DEE procedure are considered to be critical. 

Non-critical component deficiencies are those component deficiencies which are unlikely to initiate a 

global building collapse.  Non-critical component deficiencies are generally associated with secondary 

structural elements (i.e. gravity beams in a structure with in-situ concrete floors) or primary structural 

elements that are not essential to the global stability of the building system (i.e. coupling beams, non-

load bearing walls).   

A building is deemed to have reached a given system limit state (i.e. ULS or CLS) when the first 

building element, which is classified as critical, exceeds the relevant component limit state acceptance 

criteria or when global building drifts limits are exceeded. 

While critical elements are assessed at both the ULS and CPS limit states, non-critical elements would 

typically be assessed at the ULS limit state only. The assessment of these elements at ULS only is to 

provide an indication of damage alone, such that the need to repair these elements is identified.  It is 

not used to determine when a building reaches the ULS or CLS global limit state. Care is needed to 

ensure elements are correctly identified as being non-critical - when a gravity supporting element 

exceeds the secondary CP limit, by definition, the gravity load carrying capacity is lost. Only if there 
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is redundancy associated with this element should it be considered non-critical. 

5.2 Classification of Component Deficiencies 

Table 4 summarises proposed building component deficiency classifications.  Adoption of the less 

conservative ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 secondary deformation limits for elements that do not 

conform to the requirements of NZS 3101 has enabled simplifications to be made to the original 

assessment procedure developed by Kelly in terms of deficiency classification.  Elements that exceed 

the ASCE 41-06 secondary CP limits are, by definition, at the point of gravity load failure.  For the 

case of columns assessed using the ASCE 41-06 limits this effectively means that all of the 

deficiencies are considered critical. 

Classification of wall deficiencies have been relaxed such that shear walls with low axial loads (i.e. 

non-load bearing) have less conservative requirements reflecting the less critical nature of these 

components to building system performance.  Engineering judgement is required when assessing 

component deficiencies and it is acknowledged that some of the component classifications detailed in 

Table 4 may not be appropriate for non-typical situations.   

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A nonlinear analysis acceptance criteria has been proposed to assess the seismic performance of 

existing reinforced concrete buildings.  The acceptance criteria addresses the new requirements of the 

DBH EAG Detailed Engineering Evaluation procedure to consider building performance beyond the 

ultimate limit state.  Building component deficiencies have been classified recognising that the failure 

of individual building components does not always constitute a building system failure. 
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Table 4 Summary of Classification Component Deficiencies 
Component Deficiency Classification 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Columns 

Flexure or shear failure Critical 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Beams1,2 

Flexure or shear failure Non-critical 

Beam 

Column 

Joints 

Shear failure of interior joint with 

beams framing in on four sides 
Non-critical 

Shear failure of exterior joint or interior 

joint without transverse beams 
Critical 

Bond failure of longitudinal reinforcing 

steel that passes through joint  
Non-critical 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Shear Walls1 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

flexure mode &  
1.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

flexure mode &  
1.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Critical 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

shear mode &  
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

shear mode &  
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Critical 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming walls 

(i.e. controlled by flexure mode) & 

 
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss



 

Non-critical 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming walls 

(i.e. controlled by flexure mode) & 

 
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss



 

Critical 

Diaphragms Collector element failure Critical 

Shear or chord element failure3 Non-critical 

Precast Floor 

Unit 

Loss of seating Critical 

Egress Stairs 

or Ramps 

Loss of seating of primary egress 

stairs or ramps (E-1) 

Critical 

Loss of seating of secondary egress 

stairs or ramps (E-2) 

Non-critical 

Precast 

Concrete 

Cladding 

Panels 

Cladding Panel failure representing a 

hazard to primary egress paths or access 

routes for emergency personnel (CP-1) 

Critical 

All other panels (CP-2) Non-critical 
1 Failure modes of low redundancy transfer elements shall be classified as critical.   
2 Failure modes of reinforced concrete beams that support precast floor units shall be classified as critical if 

the failure could lead to progressive collapse of floor units below.   
3 Failure modes of transfer diaphragms shall be classified as critical. 
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APPENDIX A – PROPOSED NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR 

EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS 

Version No. 0.4 – 19 December 2011 

A1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this discussion document is to summarise a nonlinear analysis acceptance criteria 

which can be used to assess the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete buildings.   

No specific guidance is provided for nonlinear analysis procedures in existing NZSEE guidelines 

(NZSEE, 2006) or the Detailed Engineering Evaluation (DEE) procedure developed by the DBH 

Engineering Advisory Group (EAG, 2011).  This document is intended to address this information 

gap.  The acceptance criteria has been developed such that it addresses the building performance 

objectives detailed in the DEE procedure (EAG, 2011). 

The intention is that this discussion document will be extended to include other material types (i.e. 

unreinforced masonry etc) as time permits. 

It is expected that the reader is familiar with the DEE procedure (EAG, 2011), HCG Performance 

Based Evaluation of Buildings Parts 1 – 4 (Kelly, 2010, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c) and ASCE 41-06 

Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings (ASCE, 2006) including Supplement 1 (ASCE, 2007). 

 

A2 EXISTING ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES 

Structural performance of existing buildings in New Zealand have typically been assessed using one or 

more of the following references: 

 Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in Earthquakes 

(NZSEE, 2006) 

 FEMA 356 – Prestandard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (FEMA, 

2000) 

 HCG Performance Based Evaluation of Buildings Parts 1 – 4 (Kelly, 2010, 2010a, 2010b, 

2010c) 

FEMA 356 has been superseded by ASCE 41-06 Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings (ASCE, 

2006).  In addition to this ASCE 41-06 was partially updated in 2007 when ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 

was published. 

The first two references quantify building performance at the component level and not the system 

level. Building performance is deemed unacceptable if one component exceeds the allowable 

deformation or force limits prescribed in the document.  It has been noted previously that this is a 

conservative assessment criteria as it does not consider the consequences of the component failure on 

the overall system performance (Kelly, 2010b). 

The lack of an established assessment criteria for global building performance makes the assessment 

of buildings at the system level difficult.  Work undertaken by Trevor Kelly in the form of the HCG 

Performance Based Evaluation of Buildings Parts 1 – 4 (Kelly, 2010, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c) has 

attempted to address this difficult issue.  Publication of the more recent DEE procedure has meant that 

some modifications to the original HCG performance based evaluation criteria are needed 

 

A3 ASCE 41-06 PERFORMANCE LIMIT STATES 

ASCE 41-06 considers three performance limit states, Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety (LS) 
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and Collapse Prevention (CP).  Some uncertainty exists with regard to how these performance limit 

states correlate with that defined in NZS 1170.5.  In some respects, this has historically been due to 

lack of correlation between the FEMA 356 deformation limits and what has been observed in 

laboratory testing, particularly for reinforced concrete elements. 

More recent information published in ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 (ASCE, 2007) has helped address 

some of these concerns. 

The ASCE 41-06 LS limit state is described as: 

“the post earthquake damage state in which significant damage to the structure has occurred 

but some margin against either partial of total collapse remains.  Some structural elements 

are severely damaged but this has not resulted in large falling debris hazards, either inside or 

outside the building”.   

With reference to Section 4.2 of PN 30.1 it can be observed that this is similar to the NZS 1170.5 

ULS.  Similarly the ASCE 41-06 CP limit state is described as: 

“the post-earthquake damage state in which the building is on the verge of partial or total 

collapse. Substantial damage to the structure has occurred, potentially including significant 

degradation in the stiffness and strength of the lateral-force resisting system, large permanent 

lateral deformation of the structure, and—to a more limited extent—degradation in vertical-

load-carrying capacity. However, all significant components of the gravity load-resisting 

system must continue to carry their gravity load demands. Significant risk of injury due to 

falling hazards from structural debris may exist.” 

It is evident that the ASCE 41-06 CP limit state is similar to some elements of the DEE procedure.  

However it is also evident that the ASCE 41-06 CP limit state may not provide sufficient guidance on 

some collapse hazards that have been identified in the DEE procedure i.e: 

(i) Inadequate seating of precast floor units 

(ii) Inadequate support of stairs, ramps, and escalators 

(iii) Inadequate diaphragm collector elements 

(iv) Non-ductile connectors between precast panels and supporting structure 

(v) In adequate precast panel clearances 

This is in some part due to regional differences in design and construction methodologies.  One 

example is the extensive use of precast concrete in New Zealand compared with North America. 

 

A4 GROUND MOTION RECORDS 

Ground motions are to be selected and scaled in accordance with NZS 1170.5. 

Oyarzo –Vera et. al. (2011) provides guidance on appropriate ground motions for different regions of 

New Zealand.  These recommendations were made prior to the 2011 Christchurch Earthquake and it is 

anticipated that GNS may provide additional specific guidance on appropriate ground motions for use 

in Christchurch.  It is unclear when this information will become available. 

Application of the NZS 1170.5 structural performance factor, Sp, requires some consideration.  The 

factor is intended to account for the following effects which are not explicitly represented in an 

analysis: 

(i) Calculated loads used to determine design forces and deflections correspond to the peak 

acceleration which only occurs once and is therefore unlikely to lead to significant struc-

tural damage. 

(ii) Individual structural elements are typically stronger than predicted by our analysis due to 

higher material strengths, strain hardening and strain rate effects. 
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(iii) Total structural capacity is typically higher than predicted due to redundancy and non-

structural elements. 

(iv) Energy dissipation of structure is typically higher than assumed due to damping from 

non-structural elements and foundations. 

For a static or response spectrum analysis the design loads are reduced by Sp.  The reduction factor 

used to scale earthquake records for use in nonlinear time history analyses is: 













 


2

S1
.F.S

p
                            4-1 

This effectively means that reduction factor used in a nonlinear time history analyses is half that used 

for a conventional elastic analysis.  This acknowledges that some of the system effects the Sp factor is 

intended to account for are explicitly considered in a nonlinear time history analysis (Kelly, 2010b).  

For example it could be argued that item (iii) and a portion of the effects included in item (ii) are 

already included in a nonlinear time history analysis. 

Unless otherwise defined by the appropriate materials standard, the Sp factor can be calculated using 

NZS 1170.5 for the ULS as: 

  3.03.1Sp    1.0 <  < 2.0                        4-2 

  7.0Sp      > 2.0                            4-3 

No guidance is provided in NZS 1170.5 in terms of appropriate Sp factors for the CLS.  Accordingly it 

is recommended that Sp factors calculated for the ULS also be used for the CLS. 

For those buildings that are compliant NZS 3101 (SNZ, 2006) the following Sp factors can be used: 

  9.0Sp    Nominally ductile structures                      4-4 

  7.0Sp    Ductile & limited ductile structures                  4-5 

NZS 3101 permits the use of a lower Sp for nominally ductile structures when potential plastic hinge 

zones are detailed such that they meet the requirements for limited ductile buildings in terms of the 

following: 

(i) Diameter and spacing of longitudinal reinforcing 

(ii) Area and spacing of shear reinforcement 

(iii) Volume and spacing of anti-buckling and confining reinforcement. 

It is acknowledged that few existing buildings will comply with NZS 3101 (SNZ, 2006) so some 

judgement will be required when determining an appropriate Sp factor for ground motion scaling.  Due 

consideration should be given to expected inelastic behaviour of the building in terms of the four 

effects listed above.   

Table A4-1 below provides some general guidance for use with common building types.  It should be 

noted that different Sp factors to that specified in the table may be appropriate in some circumstances, 

with the actual value dependant on individual building detailing.   

An alternative methodology to determine Sp would be to perform a push-over analysis of the building 

to determine the structural ductility capacity of the system.  ULS/LS acceptance criteria shall be used 

to determine the ductility capacity of the building.  Equations 4-2 and 4-3 can then be used to 

determine Sp.   

When using this methodology to determine Sp building behaviour should be characterised by ductile 

failure modes (i.e. flexural yielding, rocking).  Building non-linearity resulting predominantly from 

non-ductile failure modes (i.e. shear failure of columns or walls) is not considered to be valid in terms 

of assessing structural ductility capacity for use in Equations 4-2 and 4-3.  The reasoning for this is 

that non-linearity of this nature does not meet the intent of NZS 1170.5 or NZS 3101. 



Paper Number 042 

Table A4-1 Recommended Sp Factors For Existing Reinforced Concrete Building 

Building Description Recommended 

Sp 

Comments 

Non-ductile moment resisting 

frame structure. 

1.0 Building type common constructed in New Zealand early 1900’s to 1975.  Structural behaviour is likely to be 

characterised by non-ductile failure modes of column elements.  May contain unreinforced masonry infill 

walls. 

Ductile moment resisting 

frame with poorly confined 

secondary columns. 

1.0 Building type common constructed in New Zealand 1975 to 1995.  Concerns exist with regard to the 

performance of the secondary columns.  Can reduce Sp to 0.7 if supplementary confinement is provided to 

columns i.e. FRP wrap.  

Ductile moment resisting 

frame with compliant detailing 

in PPHZ regions. 

0.9/0.7 Refer NZS 3101:2006. 

Non-ductile shear wall 

building. 

1.0 Building type common constructed in New Zealand early 1900’s to 1975.  Structural behaviour is likely to be 

characterised by non-ductile failure modes of wall elements (i.e. shear failure or lap splice failure).   

Ductile shear wall building 

with poorly confined 

secondary columns. 

1.0 Building type common constructed in New Zealand 1975 to 1995.  Can reduce  Sp to 0.7 if supplementary 

confinement is provided to columns i.e. FRP wrap. 

Rocking structures. 0.7/1.0 Higher Sp applies when building contains poorly confined secondary columns and moderate to large building 

drifts are expected. 
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With reference to Equation 4-1 when considering nonlinear time history analysis the Sp factor has less 

of an influence on earthquake loads than is the case for conventional elastic analysis i.e. the minimum 

scaling factor for a nonlinear analysis is 0.85 compared with 0.7 for an elastic analysis.  For some 

projects it may be appropriate to simply adopt a conservative Sp factor of 1.0. 

When determining required seating widths for stairs and ramps; and clearances for precast panels, an 

Sp of 1.0 should be used in accordance with the DEE procedure (EAG, 2011). 

 

A5 REINFORCED CONCRETE COMPONENT ASSESSMENT 

A5.1 Component Assessment Methodology 

Detailed guidance on the assessment of individual building components is provided in the following 

sections.  When building detailing does not comply with NZS 3101 the approach adopted is to 

generally adopt the ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 (ASCE, 2007) secondary limits in terms of the 

deformation capacity of building elements.   

Figure A5-1 illustrates the ASCE 41 modelling parameters used to characterise the load deformation 

response of a typical ductile element.  There is an elastic range (points ‘A’ to ‘B’ on the curve) and a 

plastic range (points ‘B’ to ‘C’), followed by loss of lateral-force-resisting capacity at point ‘C’ and 

loss of gravity-load-resisting capacity at point ‘E’. 

 

Figure A5-1 ASCE 41 Load Deformation Modelling Parameters (ASCE, 2007) 

In some circumstances concerns exist that ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 may potentially be 

unconservative (i.e. shear controlled column elements) and a more conservative criteria has been 

adopted. 

Adoption of the ASCE 41-06 secondary limits requires that these components be analysed with 

elements where the full backbone curve is explicitly modelled including strength and stiffness 

degradation in accordance with Section 3.4.3.2 of ASCE 41-06 (ASCE, 2006).  Degrading strength 

and stiffness elements add complexity to element formulation and may cause numerical problems 

during an analysis (Kelly, 2010c).  This has been found to be the case for columns in the past.  The 

more conservative ASCE 41-06 primary limits, without strength and stiffness degradation, could be 

adopted as an alternative should this occur. 

NZS 3101 does not provide specific guidance on the deformation capacity of reinforced concrete 

elements at the IO or CLS.  CLS deformation limits have conservatively been estimated as 1.5 x ULS 

limits on the basis that ULS material strain limits in NZS 3101 have been determined such that 

adequate reserve exists to accommodate the anticipated deformation demands associated with a 

maximum considered earthquake.  

IO deformation limits for NZS 3101 compliant components have been derived from the ASCE 41-06 

limits for similar components. 
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When component deformation demands are found to exceed the criteria specified a more detailed 

moment curvature analysis can be undertaken to more accurately determine the deformation capacity 

of a structural element.  Concrete confinement and anti-buckling requirements shall be considered in 

such an analysis. 

Shear capacity of beam and column components is to be assessed using the NZSEE recommendations 

(NZSEE, 2006). 

 

A5.2 Reinforced Concrete Beams 

Table A5-1 details the modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria for reinforced concrete 

beams.   

Beam conditions (i) to (iv) detailed in Table A5-1 have typically been taken from Table 6-7 of ASCE 

41-06 Supplement 1.   

An exception to this is the life safety limit for beam condition (i) for beams with conforming 

transverse reinforcing, -’/bal ≤0.0 and V/bwdf’c ≤ 0.25.  This plastic rotation limit has been 

increased from the original ASCE 41-06 value of 0.02 to 0.035 radians.  This modification has been 

made for the following reasons: 

1. The original ASCE 41-06 value was a secondary life safety limit and was less than the primary 

collapse prevention limit which.  This is inconsistent with what would be expected for a beam 

with this detailing.  

2. The original ASCE 41-06 value was a secondary life safety limit and was 0.4 times the second-

ary collapse prevention limit.  This contravenes the ASCE 41-06 acceptance criteria protocol 

which states that the secondary life safety limit shall be 0.75 times secondary collapse preven-

tion limit 

The plastic rotation limit specified is 0.75 times the secondary collapse prevention limit in accordance 

with the acceptance criteria protocol. 

Beam condition (v) relates to beams that conform to the detailing requirements of NZS 3101 (SNZ, 

2006) for ductile and limited ductile buildings.  Yield curvature, y, is given by the following 

expression: 

hE

f2

s

y

y                                 5-1 

Where, 

fy = Lower characteristic yield strength of the reinforcement. For the purposes of computing, y, 

fy ≤ 425MPa 

With reference to Section 2.6.1.3.3 NZS3101 the effective plastic length, lp, for reversing plastic 

hinges can be calculated as the smaller of Equation 5-2 and 5-3 (SNZ, 2006): 

  lp = 0.5hb                                5-2 

  lp = Max[0.25M
*
/V

*
 or 0.25hb]                        5-3 

For unidirectional plastic hinges the effective plastic hinge length, lp, can be taken as twice that 

determined for a reversing plastic hinge. 

Beam design actions M
*
 and V

* 
are typically not known at the start of an assessment so it is 

recommended that an effective plastic hinge length, lp, of 0.5hb be assumed for beam elements for 

initial analysis runs.  This assumption should be verified for critical structural elements upon 

completion of the analysis.   
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Table A5-1 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for Reinforced Concrete Beams 

bal

 '

 

Trans. 

Reinf.2 cw fdb

V

'

 

Plastic Rotations Angle, 

Radians 

Residual 

Strength 

Ratio 

Plastic Rotations Angle, Radians 

a b c IO LS CP 

Condition i. Beams controlled by flexure1 

≤0.0 C ≤0.25 0.025 0.05 0.2 0.010 0.035 0.05 

≤0.0 C ≥0.5 0.02 0.04 0.2 0.005 0.02 0.04 

≥0.5 C ≤0.25 0.02 0.03 0.2 0.005 0.02 0.03 

≥0.5 C ≥0.5 0.015 0.02 0.2 0.005 0.015 0.02 

≤0.0 NC ≤0.25 0.02 0.03 0.2 0.005 0.02 0.03 

≤0.0 NC ≥0.5 0.01 0.015 0.2 0.0015 0.01 0.015 

≥0.5 NC ≤0.25 0.01 0.015 0.2 0.005 0.01 0.015 

≥0.5 NC ≥0.5 0.005 0.01 0.2 0.0015 0.005 0.01 

Condition ii. Beams controlled by shear1 

Stirrup spacing ≤ d/2 0.003 0.02 0.2 0.0015 0.01 0.02 

Stirrup spacing > d/2 0.003 0.01 0.2 0.0015 0.005 0.01 

Condition iii. Beams controlled by inadequate development or splicing along the span1 

Stirrup spacing ≤ d/2 0.003 0.02 0.0 0.0015 0.01 0.02 

Stirrup spacing > d/2 0.003 0.01 0.0 0.0015 0.005 0.01 

Condition iv. Beams controlled by inadequate embedment into beam-column joint1 

   0.015 0.03 0.2 0.01 0.02 0.03 

Condition v. Beams conforming to NZS3101:20064 

Ductile 18ylp 27ylp 0.2 0.01 18ylp 27ylp 

Limited Ductility 10ylp 15ylp 0.2 0.01 10ylp 15ylp 

1 Where more than one of the conditions i, ii, iii, and iv occurs for a given component, use the minimum appropriate numerical value 

from the table. 
2  “C” and “NC” are abbreviations for conforming and nonconforming transverse reinforcement. A component is conforming if, within 

the flexural plastic hinge region, hoops are spaced at ≤ d/3, and if, for components of moderate and high ductility demand, the strength 

provided by the hoops (Vs) is at least three-fourths of the design shear. Otherwise, the component is considered nonconforming. 
3 Linear interpolation between values listed in the table shall be permitted. 

4 Detailing consistent with requirements of Section 9.4, NZS3101:2006.  Values provided are for reversing plastic hinges.  Deformation 

capacity of unidirectional plastic hinges may be taken as twice the value given. 
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Table A5-2 summarises modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria for reinforced concrete 

beams with NZS 3101 compliant detailing assuming an effective plastic hinge length of 0.5hb. 

Table A5-2 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for NZS 3101 Compliant 

Reinforced Concrete Beams (lp = 0.5hb) 

Beam Description fy (Mpa) a b c IO LS CP 

Ductile1 
300 0.027 0.040 0.2 0.01 0.027 0.040 

> 425 0.038 0.057 0.2 0.01 0.038 0.057 

Limited Ductility1 
300 0.015 0.023 0.2 0.01 0.015 0.023 

> 425 0.021 0.032 0.2 0.01 0.021 0.032 

1 Detailing consistent with requirements of Section 9.4, NZS3101:2006 

Referring to Table A5-2 it can be observed that the deformation capacity of reinforced concrete beams 

increases with the yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement up to a yield strength of 425 Mpa.  

This increased deformation capacity, as observed during testing, is believed to be due to the higher 

strain hardening potential of higher grade reinforcing steel zone (Fenwick & Dhakal, 2007).  Higher 

levels of strain hardening increases yield penetration and hence the length of the plastic hinge zone 

over which plastic deformation can occur. 

A5.3 Reinforced Concrete Columns 

Table A5-3 details the modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria for reinforced concrete 

columns.   

Column conditions (i) to (iv) detailed in Table A5-3 have been taken from Table 6-8 of ASCE 41-06 

Supplement 1. 

Condition (i) corresponds to flexure controlled columns and these are to be assessed against the 

Secondary Component limits given in ASCE 41-06 Table 6-8. Condition (ii) corresponds to flexure-

shear controlled columns and these are assessed against the Primary Component limits given in ASCE 

41-06 Table 6-8.  

The rotational limits of columns conforming to condition (ii) have been verified with limits derived 

from University of Canterbury research (Boyes et. al, 2008) into the drift capacity of columns under 

bi-directional lateral loading. The research was based on columns with aspect ratio and detailing such 

that flexural yielding was followed by loss of shear capacity and subsequent loss of axial capacity. 

The transition between condition (i) and (ii) provided by ASCE 41-06 is a function of the ratio of the 

applied shear and the shear capacity, with a number of detailing limitations attached. The ASCE 41-06 

limit at which the columns transition from condition (i) to (ii) corresponds to a shear demand/capacity 

ratio (Vp/Vn) of > 0.6 however it is proposed to adjust the limit to Vp/Vn > 0.55.  

The recommended adjusted threshold is due to the rotational limit (for Secondary Components) 

provided in ASCE 41-06 exceeding the capacity of the columns when using the University of 

Canterbury limits. The transition from Primary Component limits to Secondary component limits 

substantially increases the assessed rotational capacity and it is appropriate to adjust the limit to 

provide some margin at the transition. 

Column condition (iii) relates to shear controlled columns  (Vp/Vn > 1.0).  Rotation limits detailed in 

the Table 5-3 for this condition are more conservative than those detailed in ASCE 41-06.  The limits 

specified were derived from ASCE 41-06 Table 6-19 criteria for reinforced concrete shear wall 

elements failing in shear.  The University of Canterbury research is not fully applicable for these 

columns but assessment adjacent to the transition suggests the limits provided are appropriate. 
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Table A5-3 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for Reinforced Concrete Columns 

'cg fA

P
 

sb

A

w

v  
cw fdb

V

'

 

Plastic Rotations Angle, 

Radians 

Residual 

Strength 

Ratio 

Plastic Rotations Angle, Radians 

a b c IO LS CP 

Condition i. Columns controlled by flexure mode1,2 

≤0.1 ≥0.006  0.035 0.060 0.2 0.005 0.045 0.060 

≥0.6 ≥0.006  0.010 0.010 0.0 0.003 0.009 0.010 

≤0.1 =0.002  0.027 0.034 0.2 0.005 0.027 0.034 

≥0.6 =0.002  0.005 0.005 0.0 0.002 0.004 0.005 

Condition ii. Columns controlled by shear-flexure mode1,2 

≤0.1 ≥0.006 ≤0.25 0.032 0.060 0.2 0.005 0.024 0.032 

≤0.1 ≥0.006 ≥0.5 0.025 0.060 0.2 0.005 0.019 0.025 

≥0.6 ≥0.006 ≤0.25 0.010 0.010 0.0 0.003 0.008 0.009 

≥0.6 ≥0.006 ≥0.5 0.008 0.008 0.0 0.003 0.006 0.007 

≤0.1 ≤0.0005 ≤0.25 0.012 0.012 0.2 0.005 0.009 0.010 

≤0.1 ≤0.0005 ≥0.5 0.006 0.006 0.2 0.004 0.005 0.005 

≥0.6 ≤0.0005 ≤0.25 0.004 0.004 0.0 0.002 0.003 0.003 

≥0.6 ≤0.0005 ≥0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Condition iii. Columns controlled by shear mode1,2,6 

≤0.05 n.a.  0.01 0.02 0.2 0.0 0.015 0.020 

≥0.05 n.a.  0.0075 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0075 0.010 

Condition iv. Columns controlled by inadequate development1,2 

≤0.1 ≥0.006  0.0 0.060 0.4 0.0 0.045 0.060 

≥0.6 ≥0.006  0.0 0.008 0.4 0.0 0.007 0.008 

≤0.1 ≤0.0005  0.0 0.006 0.2 0.0 0.005 0.006 

≥0.6 ≤0.0005  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Condition v. NZS3101:2006 conforming columns5 

≤0.5 
Ductile 

18ylp 27ylp 0.2 0.01 18ylp 27ylp 

>0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

≤0.5 
Limited Ductility 

10ylp 15ylp 0.2 0.01 10ylp 15ylp 

>0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 Refer to Section 6.4.2.2.2 ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 for definition of conditions i, ii, and iii except that the transitional shear 

demand/capacity ratio applicable to conditions i & ii has been reduced from 0.6 to 0.55 (refer Section 5.3).  Columns will be 

considered to be controlled by inadequate development or splices when the calculated steel stress at the splice exceeds the steel 

stress specified by Equation 6-2.  Where more than one of the conditions i, ii, iii, and iv occurs for a given component, use the 

minimum appropriate numerical value from the table.  
2 Where P > 0.7Agf’c, the column is assumed to be force controlled all performance levels unless columns have transverse 

reinforcement consisting of hoops with 135 degree hooks spaced at ≤ d/3 and the strength provided by the hoops (Vs) is at least 

three-fourths of the design shear.  P is the design axial force in the member. Alternatively, use of axial loads determined based 

on a limit state analysis shall be permitted.    
3 Linear interpolation between values listed in the table for conditions (i) to (iv) shall be permitted.  
4 V is the design shear force calculated using limit-state analysis procedures in accordance with Section 6.4.2.4.1 ASCE 41-06 

Sup.1. 
5 Detailing consistent with requirements of Section 10.4, NZS3101:2006.  Values provided are for reversing plastic hinges.  

Deformation capacity of unidirectional plastic hinges may be taken as twice the value given. 
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Column condition (v) relates to columns that conform to the detailing requirements of NZS 3101 

(SNZ, 2006) for ductile and limited ductile buildings.  Yield curvature, y, is given by Equation 5-6.  

Similar to that detailed previously for beams the effective plastic length, lp, for reversing plastic hinges 

can be calculated as the smaller of Equation 5-4 and 5-5 (SNZ, 2006): 

  lp = 0.5hc                                5-4 

  lp = Max[0.25M
*
/V

*
 or 0.25hc]                        5-5 

For unidirectional plastic hinges the effective plastic length, lp, can be taken as twice that determined 

for a reversing plastic hinge. 

For reasons detailed in the previous section it is recommended that an effective plastic length, lp, of 

0.5hc be assumed for column elements for initial analysis runs.  This assumption should be verified for 

critical structural elements.   

Table A5-4 summarises modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria for reinforced 

concrete columns with NZS 3101 compliant detailing assuming an effective plastic hinge length of 

0.5hc. 

Table A5-4 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for NZS 3101 Compliant 

Reinforced Concrete Columns (lp = 0.5hc) 

Column 

Description 'cg fA

P
 fy (MPa) a b c IO LS CP 

Ductile1 

≤0.5 
300 0.027 0.040 0.2 0.01 0.027 0.040 

> 425 0.038 0.057 0.2 0.01 0.038 0.057 

>0.52 
300 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

> 425 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Limited 

Ductility1 

≤0.5 
300 0.015 0.023 0.2 0.01 0.015 0.023 

> 425 0.021 0.032 0.2 0.01 0.021 0.032 

>0.52 
300 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

> 425 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1 Detailing consistent with requirements of Section 10.4, NZS3101:2006. 
2 Where P > 0.5Agf’c, the column is assumed to be force controlled. 

 

A5.4 Frame Elongation 

Observations made in Christchurch since the September 2010 Darfield earthquake have confirmed that 

elongation effects in ductile moment resisting frame buildings with precast concrete floor units can 

result in severe collapse hazards.  As a result frame elongation in this building type needs to be 

considered. 

No guidance is provided in the NZSEE Guidelines (NZSEE, 2006) or ASCE 41-06 (ASCE, 2006) on 

how to model or assess elongation effects associated with yielding reinforced concrete beams.  

University of Canterbury Research Report 2010-02 – Assessment of Hollow Core Floors for Seismic 

Performance (Fenwick et. al., 2010) provides some guidance on this issue.   

Equations 5-6 and 5-7 (Fenwick et. al., 2010) below can be used to estimate frame elongation at mid 

beam depth for the different plastic hinge elongation types illustrated in Figure A5-2. 
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Figure A5-2 Part Plan Showing Plastic Hinge Elongation Types U, R1 & R2 (Fenwick et. al., 2010) 

 

For Type U & R2 plastic hinges: 

  b

y

u
b2R,U h037.0h0014.0 



                         5-6 

For Type R1 plastic hinges: 

  b

y

u
b1R h02.0h0007.0 



                           5-7 

Where the yield curvature is given by Equation 5-1 and the ultimate curvature, u, is determined using 

the effective plastic hinge lengths detailed in section 5.4.2.   

Equations 5-6 and 5-7 are applicable for beams that are sustaining inelastic deformations.  Some 

recoverable frame elongation can still be expected at yield.  Pending further study a value in the order 

of 0.5% beam depth is considered appropriate for assessing the performance of nominally ductile 

frames (Fenwick et. al., 2010). 

At this stage explicit modelling of frame elongation effects is not possible due to the lack of 

appropriate modelling guidance.  It is recommended that an assessment of frame elongation be made 

post-analysis using the results of the non-linear analysis.   

A structural performance factor, Sp, factor of 0.7 can be used when assessing ultimate beam 

curvatures, u, for use in Equations 5-6 and 5-7 (Fenwick et. al., 2010).   

A structural performance factor, Sp, factor of 1.0 shall be used when determining maximum inter-story 

drifts as is required for the assessment of geometric displacement (i.e. due to beam rotation).  

A5.5 Beam Column Joints 

Capacity of beam column joints is to be determined in accordance with the NZSEE Guidelines 

(NZSEE, 2006). 

A5.6 Reinforced Concrete Walls 

Table A5-5 details the modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria for reinforced concrete 

shear walls controlled by flexure.  Table 6-19 of ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 should be used for 

reinforced concrete shear walls controlled by shear, this is repeated in Table 5-6. 

Wall conditions (i) and (ii) detailed in Table A5-5 have been taken from Table 6-18 of ASCE 41-06 

Supplement 1. 
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Table A5-5 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for Reinforced Concrete Shear 

Walls & Coupling Beams Controlled by Flexure 

 

'

'

cww

yss

flt

PfAA 
 Conf.. 

Boundary1 
cww flt

V

'

 

Plastic Rotations 

Angle, Radians 

Residual 

Strength 

Ratio 

Plastic Rotations Angle, Radians 

a b c IO LS CP 

Condition i. Shear walls and wall segments controlled by flexure 

≤0.1 Yes ≤0.33 0.015 0.020 0.75 0.005 0.015 0.020 

≤0.1 Yes ≥0.5 0.010 0.015 0.40 0.004 0.010 0.015 

≥0.25 Yes ≤0.33 0.009 0.012 0.60 0.003 0.009 0.012 

≥0.25 Yes ≥0.5 0.005 0.010 0.30 0.0015 0.005 0.010 

≤0.1 No ≤0.33 0.008 0.015 0.60 0.002 0.008 0.015 

≤0.1 No ≥0.5 0.006 0.010 0.30 0.002 0.006 0.010 

≥0.25 No ≤0.33 0.003 0.005 0.25 0.001 0.003 0.005 

≥0.25 No ≥0.5 0.002 0.004 0.20 0.001 0.002 0.004 

Condition ii. Shear wall coupling beams2,3 

Conventional long. Reinf. With 

conforming trans. Reinf. 

≤0.25 0.025 0.050 0.75 0.010 0.025 0.050 

≥0.5 0.020 0.040 0.50 0.005 0.020 0.040 

Conventional long. Reinf. With 

nonconforming trans. Reinf. 

≤0.25 0.020 0.035 0.50 0.006 0.020 0.035 

≥0.5 0.010 0.025 0.25 0.005 0.010 0.025 

Diagonal reinforcement n.a. 0.030 0.050 0.80 0.006 0.030 0.050 

Condition iii. Shear walls and wall segments conforming to NZS3101:20065 

Ductile 

Doubly reinforced 13ylp 20ylp 0.75 0.002 13ylp 20ylp 

Doubly reinforced with 

confined boundary elements6 
15ylp 23ylp 0.75 0.004 15ylp 23ylp 

Limited 

Ductility 

Singly reinforced 4ylp 6ylp 0.75 0.001 4ylp 6ylp 

Doubly reinforced 5ylp 8ylp 0.75 0.002 5ylp 8ylp 

Doubly reinforced with 

confined boundary elements6 
8ylp 12ylp 075 0.004 8ylp 12ylp 

Condition iv. Shear wall coupling beams conforming to NZS3101:20065 

Diagonally reinforced coupling beams 0.035 0.052 0.8 0.006 0.035 0.052 
1 A boundary element shall be considered confined where transverse reinforcement exceeds 75% of the requirements given in 

ACI 318 and spacing of transverse reinforcement does not exceed 8db.    It shall be permitted to take  odelling parameters 

and acceptance criteria as 80% of confined values where boundary elements have at least 50% of the requirements given in 

ACI 318 and spacing of transverse reinforcement does not exceed 8db.  Otherwise, boundary elements shall be considered 

not confined.  
2 Conventional longitudinal reinforcement consists of top and bottom steel parallel to the longitudinal axis of the coupling 

beam. Conforming transverse reinforcement consists of: (a) closed stirrups over the entire length of the coupling beam at a 

spacing ≤ d/3, and (b) strength of closed stirrups Vs ≥ 3/4 of required shear strength of the coupling beam.  
3. For secondary coupling beams spanning < 2.4m, with bottom reinforcement continuous into the supporting walls, values 

shall be permitted to be doubled.    
4 Linear interpolation between values listed in the table shall be permitted. 
5 Detailing consistent with requirements of Section 11.4, NZS3101:2006.  

6 A wall may be assumed to have confined boundary elements where the boundary elements satisfy of Section 11.2, 

NZS3101:2006 and the wall including the boundary elements satisfy the requirements of 11.4.6 
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Table A5-6 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for Reinforced Concrete Shear 

Walls & Coupling Beams Controlled by Shear 

Condition 
cww flt

V

'

 

Total drift or Plastic 

Rotations Angle, 

Radians1,2 

Residual 

Strength1  

Plastic Rotations Angle, 

Radians1 

d e g c f IO LS CP 

Condition i. Shear walls and wall segments controlled by shear3 

 
 

'

'

cww

yss

flt

PfAA 
≤ 0.05 0.010 0.020 0.004 0.20 0.60 0.004 0.015 0.020 

 

'

'

cww

yss

flt

PfAA 
> 0.05 0.002 0.010 0.004 0.00 0.60 0.004 

0.007

5 
0.010 

Condition ii. Shear wall coupling beams4 

Conventional long. 

Reinf. With conforming 

trans. Reinf. 

≤0.25 0.020 0.030 n.a. 0.60 n.a. 0.006 0.020 0.030 

≥0.5 0.016 0.024 n.a. 0.30 n.a. 0.005 0.016 0.024 

Conventional long. 

Reinf. With 

nonconforming trans. 

Reinf. 

≤0.25 0.012 0.025 n.a. 0.40 n.a. 0.006 0.010 0.020 

≥0.5 0.008 0.014 n.a. 0.20 n.a. 0.004 0.007 0.012 

1 For details of load deformation relationships for shear dominated walls refer Figure 5-2. 
2 For shear walls and shear wall segments, use drift; for coupling beams use chord rotation; refer to ASCE 41-06 Figures 6-3 and 6-3. 
3.For shear walls and wall segments where inelastic behaviour is governed by shear, the axial load on the member must be < 0.15f’cAg 

otherwise the member must be treated as force controlled.  
4 For secondary coupling beams spanning < 2.4m, with bottom reinforcement continuous into the supporting walls, values shall be permitted 

to be doubled 

 

 

Figure A5-3 Load Deformation Relationships for Shear Dominated Elements (ASCE, 2007) 
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Conditions (iii) and (iv) relate to wall and coupling beam elements that conform to the detailing 

requirements of NZS 3101 (SNZ, 2006) for ductile and limited ductile buildings.  Yield curvature in 

walls, y, is given by Equation 5-1.  Effective plastic length, lp, for reversing plastic hinges can be 

calculated as the smaller of Equation 5-8 and 5-9 (SNZ, 2006): 

  lp = 0.5Lwi                            5-8 

  lp = 0.15M
*
/V

*
                           5-9 

For unidirectional plastic hinges the effective plastic length, lp, can be taken as twice that determined 

for a reversing plastic hinge.  For wall aspect ratios (hw/Lwi) greater than approximately 5 the 

0.15M
*
/V

*
 may govern. 

Table A5-7 summarises modelling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria for reinforced 

concrete walls with NZS 3101 compliant detailing assuming an effective plastic hinge length of 

0.5Liw. 

Table A5-7 Modelling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria for NZS 3101 Compliant Reinforced 

Concrete Shear Walls (lp = 0.5Lwi) 

Wall Description fy (Mpa) a b c IO LS CP 

Ductile1 

 

Doubly reinforced 
300 0.020 0.030 0.75 0.002 0.020 0.030 

> 425 0.028 0.043 0.75 0.002 0.028 0.043 

Doubly reinforced 

with confined 

boundary elements 

300 0.023 0.035 0.75 0.004 0.023 0.035 

> 425 0.032 0.049 0.75 0.004 0.032 0.049 

Limited 

Ductility1 

Singly reinforced 
300 0.0060 0.0090 0.75 0.001 0.0060 0.0090 

> 425 0.0085 0.013 0.75 0.001 0.0085 0.013 

Doubly reinforced 
300 0.0075 0.0012 0.75 0.002 0.0075 0.0012 

> 425 0.011 0.017 0.75 0.002 0.011 0.017 

Doubly reinforced 

with confined 

boundary elements 

300 0.012 0.018 075 0.004 0.012 0.018 

> 425 0.017 0.026 075 0.004 0.017 0.026 

1 Detailing consistent with requirements of Section 10.4, NZS3101:2006 

 

Thin reinforced concrete shear walls containing flexural plastic hinges can fail prematurely due to out-

of-plane buckling.  This is not addressed in NZSEE Guidelines or ASCE 41-06.  For reinforced 

concrete shear walls more than two stories high the limiting plastic rotation associated with out-of-

plane bucking, p,wb, can calculated using the following expression: 

















 1

flk

b101150
kl

y
2
o

2
m

2
c

3

lpyp                        5-10 

Where, 

Ar = Wall aspect ratio hw/lw 

bc = Thickness of boundary region at potential plastic hinge region 

kl = Building performance limit state factor 

   =  1.0 for life safety limit state 

   =  1.5 for collapse prevention limit state 

km = Critical buckling length factor 

    =  
  wr

n

lA055.025.0

l


 

fy = Probable yield strength of the reinforcement 

Lp = Effective plastic hinge length calculated in accordance with Equation 5-8 and 5-9. 

Lo = Critical buckling length of wall 
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   =   wr lA044.02.0                             5-11 

 = Effective depth factor 

   =  0.8 for doubly reinforced walls 

   =  0.5 for single reinforced walls 

y = yield curvature calculated in accordance with Equation 5-1 

 = Vertical reinforcing stability factor 

   = 0.1
'f5.2

fp
3.0

c

yl
                            5-12 

Equation 5-10 is based on research undertaken by Paulay & Park (1993) that formed the basis for the 

current NZS3101 code requirements for wall buckling.  Further details, including tabulated plastic 

rotations calculated for typical wall geometries and reinforcing contents are provided in Appendix B.  

The limiting plastic rotations calculated using Equation 5-10 shall be considered primary limits in 

terms of ASCE 41-06 modelling parameters. 

Referring to Figure A5-4 when boundary elements are provided in potential plastic hinge regions the 

minimum gross area of boundary element required, Awb,reqd shall not be less than the greater of 

Equations 5-13 and 5-14: 

2
creqd,wb bA                                 5-13 

10

lb
A wc

reqd,wb                               5-14 

 

Figure A5-4 Minimum Dimensions of Boundary Elements of Wall Sections with Plastic 

Hinges (SNZ, 2006) 

If the gross area of boundary element provided, Awb,prvd is less than that required by Equations 5-13 

and 5-14 the limiting plastic rotation associated with out-of-plane bucking calculated using Equation 

5-10 shall be reduced by kwb which is calculated in accordance with Equation 5-15. 

reqd,wb

prvd,wb
wb

A

A
k                                5-15 

The minimum width of the boundary element, b1, shall not be less than that required by Equation 5-16: 

30

lk
b ne
1                                  5-16 

Where, 

ke = effective length factor for Euler buckling which can typically be conservatively estimated 

as 0.85. 

The concrete component of shear resistance in the plastic hinge regions of reinforced concrete shear 

walls that are sustaining flexural hinging will degrade with increasing ductility demands.  The 

probable concrete component of shear resistance, vcp, in the plastic hinge region wall can be taken as 
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the greater of Equations 5-17 and 5-18 below.   

0
A4

N
'f27.0v

g

*

cpc
                          5-17 

0
A25

N'f
6.0v

g

*
c

pc
                            5-18 

Where, 

N
*
 = Wall axial load 

Ag = Gross area of wall section 

F’c = Concrete compressive strength 

yr

p
3

fA

10x125
1


                             5-19 

p = plastic rotation angle, radians 

Ar = Wall aspect ratio taken as hw/lw 

fy   = Yield strength of wall reinforcing steel  

With the limitation of 1.0 ≤≤0.25.   

Equations 5-17 to 5-19 are based on existing NZSEE Guidelines (NZSEE, 2006) and NZS 3101:2006 

(SNZ, 2006) which have been modified such that  is expressed in terms of plastic rotations.  Details 

are included in Appendix C for reference.  Explicit modelling of the degrading concrete component of 

shear resistance with increased plastic rotations is typically not undertaken.  It is recommended that 

shear capacity of walls sustaining flexural yielding be checked at the end of the analysis and the 

concrete component of shear be modified as required. 

 

A5.7 Diaphragms & Collector Elements 

Seismic performance of reinforced concrete diaphragm elements shall be considered.   

Consideration shall be given to explicitly modelling diaphragms or parts of diaphragms when a 

building has significant plan irregularities such as re-entrant corners or large diaphragm penetrations 

(SNZ, 2004).  Modelling parameters and assessment criteria detailed in Section A5.6 can be used 

when appropriate. 

When assessing the performance of diaphragms which consist of an in-situ topping slab over precast 

concrete floor units due consideration shall be given to frame elongation and its effects on diaphragm 

continuity.  Explicit modelling of such components is not possible at this time and it is recommended 

that an assessment be undertaken in accordance with UoC Report 2010-02 (Fenwick et. al., 2010). 

Diaphragm collector elements are considered to be force controlled and shall not yield at the ULS or 

the CLS (EAG, 2011). 

 

A5.8 Precast Floor Unit Seating 

Loss of seating of precast floor units is a deformation controlled action (EAG, 2011).  An assessment 

of loss of support shall be undertaken in accordance with UoC Report 2010-02 (Fenwick et. al., 2010) 

and Section A5.4 above.   

Minimum residual seating acceptance criteria for precast floor units are detailed in Table A5-8: 
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Table 5-8 Acceptance Criteria for Precast Floor Unit Seating 

Precast Floor Unit Type 
Min Residual Seating (mm) 

ULS CLS 

Hollow-core, flat slab & rib 20 20 

Tee & double tee 25 25 

 

A5.9 Stairs and Ramps 

Loss of seating of sliding stairs and ramps is a deformation controlled action (EAG, 2011).  An 

assessment of loss of support shall be undertaken including consideration of shrinkage and creep, 

frame elongation, geometric displacement, spalling of support or unit, and construction tolerances.  

The methodology detailed in the Section A5.8 for precast floor units can be used to assess loss of 

seating for stairs and ramps. 

Minimum residual seating acceptance criteria for stairs and ramps are detailed in Table A5-9 below. 

Table A5-9 Acceptance Criteria for Precast Concrete Stairs & Ramps 

Description Category 
Min Residual Seating (mm) 

ULS CLS 

Primary Egress Stair or 

Ramp 
E-1 

20 
20 

Secondary Egress Stair or 

Ramp 
E-2 

20 
N/A 

A stair sliding detail commonly used in New Zealand in the 1980’s utilised a pocket in the landing to 

accommodate inter-story deformations.  In a number of instances it has been observed that this pocket 

has been filled by maintenance personnel.  It is recommended that the deformation capacity of such 

details be confirmed on site 

 

A5.10 Precast Concrete Cladding Panels 

Precast Concrete cladding panels are considered force and deformation controlled components (EAG, 

2011).  Non-ductile panel fixings shall be considered force controlled.  Sliding joints and panel 

clearances shall be considered deformation controlled. 

Cladding panels shall be classified into the categories shown in Table A5-10: 

Table A5-10 Classification of Cladding Panels 

Panel Description Category 

Cladding Panel representing a hazard to 

primary egress paths or access routes for 

emergency personnel 

CP-1 

All other panels CP-2 

Sliding joints of category CP-1 panels shall have adequate clearances to accommodate expected 

building deflections at the CLS.  Non-ductile fixings of category CP-1 panels shall have adequate 

capacity to resist the CLS loads. 

Sliding joints of category CP-2 panels shall have adequate clearances to accommodate expected 

building deflections at the ULS.  Non-ductile fixings of category CP-2 panels shall have adequate 

capacity to resist the ULS loads. 
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A6 SYSTEM ASSESSMENT 

A6.1 System Assessment Methodology 

The assessment procedure detailed in the HCG Performance Based Evaluation of Buildings Parts 3 

(Kelly, 2010b) assesses building system performance by the categorisation of component deficiencies.   

Component deficiencies are categorised as either critical or non-critical in terms of building system 

performance.  Critical component deficiencies are those component deficiencies which could initiate a 

global building collapse.  Critical component deficiencies are generally associated with the non-ductile 

failure of primary vertical supporting elements (i.e. columns, walls, transfer elements with low 

redundancy).   

Poor performance of some buildings in the February 2011 Christchurch Earthquake, and the 

subsequent publication of the DEE procedure (EAG, 2001), has meant that category of critical 

component deficiencies has been expanded to include the following: 

(i) Elements of the primary lateral resisting system whose failure could lead to premature col-

lapse (i.e. collectors). 

(ii) Loss of precast floor seating which could lead to a progressive building collapse. 

(iii) Hazards which represent a hazard to primary egress paths or access routes for emergency 

personnel (i.e. loss of primary egress stairs, falling hazards etc).  

(iv) Excessive foundation displacement. 

Non-critical component deficiencies are those component deficiencies which are unlikely to initiate a 

global building collapse.  Non-critical component deficiencies are generally associated with secondary 

structural elements (i.e. gravity beams in a structure with in-situ concrete floors) or primary structural 

elements that are not essential to the global stability of a building system (i.e. coupling beams, non-

load bearing walls). 

A building is deemed to have reached a given system limit state (i.e. ULS or CLS) when the first 

building element, which is classified as critical, exceeds the relevant component limit state acceptance 

criteria or when global building drifts limits are exceeded.  Interstorey drift limits are taken to be 2.5% 

and 3.75% for ULS and CLS respectively.  

 

A6.2 Classification of Component Deficiencies 

Table A6-1 summarises deficiency classifications for each of the component deficiencies considered 

in Section 5.   

Adoption of the less conservative ASCE 41-06 Supplement 1 secondary limits (ASCE, 2007) for 

elements that do not conform to the requirements of NZS 3101(SNZ, 2006) has enabled 

simplifications to be made in terms of deficiency classification.  Elements that exceed the ASCE 41-06 

secondary CP limits are, by definition, at the point of gravity load failure.  For the case of columns 

assessed using the ASCE 41-06 limits this effectively means that all of the deficiencies are considered 

critical. 

Classification of wall deficiencies have been relaxed such that shear walls with low axial loads (i.e. 

non-load bearing) have less conservative requirements reflecting the less critical nature of these 

components to building system performance. 

Engineering judgement is required when assessing component deficiencies and it is acknowledged that 

some of the component classifications detailed in Table A6-1 may not be appropriate for non-typical 

situations.   
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Table A6-1 Classification of Component Deficiencies 

Component Deficiency Classification 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Columns 

ASCE 41-06 Condition i. Columns 

controlled by flexure mode 
Critical 

ASCE 41-06 Condition ii. Columns 

controlled by shear-flexure mode 
Critical 

ASCE 41-06 Condition iii. Columns 

controlled by shear mode 
Critical 

ASCE 41-06 Condition iv. Columns 

controlled by inadequate development 

& P ≥ 0.1Agf’c 

Critical 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming column 

(i.e. controlled by flexure mode)  
Critical 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Beams1,2 

ASCE 41-06 Condition i. Beams 

controlled by flexure mode 
Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Condition ii. Beams 

controlled by shear mode 
Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Condition iii. Beams 

controlled by inadequate development 

or splicing along span 

Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Condition iv. Beams 

controlled by inadequate embedment 

into beam-column joint. 

Non-critical 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming beam 

(i.e. controlled by flexure mode) 
Non-critical 

Beam 

Column 

Joints 

Shear failure of interior joint with 

beams framing in on four sides 
Non-critical 

Shear failure of exterior joint or interior 

joint without transverse beams 
Critical 

Bond failure of longitudinal reinforcing 

steel that passes through joint  
Non-critical 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Shear Walls1 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

flexure mode &  
1.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

flexure mode &  
1.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Critical 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

shear mode &  
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 Shear walls controlled by 

shear mode &  
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss


  Critical 
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Table A6-1 Classification of Component Deficiencies (Continued) 

Component Deficiency Classification 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Shear Walls1 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming walls 

(i.e. controlled by flexure mode) with or 

without confined boundary elements & 

 
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss



 

Non-critical 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming walls 

(i.e. controlled by flexure mode) with or 

without confined boundary elements 

 
05.0

'flt

Pf'AA

cww

yss



 

Critical 

Shear Wall 

Coupling 

Beams 

ASCE 41-06 coupling beams with 

conventional reinforcing controlled by 

flexure mode 

Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 coupling beams with 

conventional reinforcing controlled by 

shear mode 

Non-critical 

ASCE 41-06 coupling beams with 

diagonal reinforcing 

Non-critical 

NZS 3101:2006 conforming coupling 

beam 

Non-critical 

Diaphragms Collector element failure Critical 

Chord element failure3 Non-critical 

Shear failure3 Non-critical 

Precast Floor 

Unit 

Loss of seating Critical 

Egress Stairs 

or Ramps 

Loss of seating of primary egress 

stairs or ramps (E-1) 

Critical 

Loss of seating of secondary egress 

stairs or ramps (E-2) 

Non-critical 

Precast 

Concrete 

Cladding 

Panels 

Cladding Panel failure representing a 

hazard to primary egress paths or access 

routes for emergency personnel (CP-1) 

Critical 

All other panels (CP-2) Non-critical 

1 Failure modes of low redundancy transfer elements shall be classified as critical.   
2 Failure modes of reinforced concrete beams that support precast floor units shall be classified as critical if the failure could lead to 

progressive collapse of floor units below.   
3 Failure modes of transfer diaphragms shall be classified as critical. 
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APPENDIX B – STABILITY OF DUCTILE STRUCTURAL WALLS 

B1 Introduction 

Thin reinforced concrete walls containing flexural hinges can fail prematurely due to out-of-plane 

buckling (refer Figure B-1).  This is addressed in the New Zealand Concrete Code, NZS3101:2006 

(SNZ, 2006) by placing minimum limits on the thickness of boundary elements.  Premature out-of-

plane buckling in flexural hinge regions of reinforced concrete shear walls is not addressed in existing 

NZSEE Guidelines (NZSEE, 2006) or ASCE 41-06 (ASCE, 2006).   

 

Figure B-1 Out-Of-Plane Wall Buckling Failure Mode (Paulay & Priestley, 1993) 

 

An assessment methodology which can be used to estimate the limiting plastic rotation associated with 

out-of-plane wall bucking, p,wb, has been developed using research undertaken by Paulay & Priestley 

(1993) which formed the basis for current NZS3101 code requirements for wall buckling.   

 

B2 Methodology 

Work undertaken by Paulay & Priestley (1993) has determined that the critical width of a rectangular 

wall, bc, to prevent out-of-plane wall can be estimated as: 






8
lb sm
oc                               B-1 

Where, 

sm = peak reinforcing strain at the previous tension cycle. 

lo    = Critical buckling length of wall. 

      =   wr lA044.02.0                            B-2 

      < 0.8ln                               B-3 

ln    = Clear unsupported height, ln, of the wall 

   = Effective depth factor. 

     =  0.8 for doubly reinforced walls 

     =  0.5 for single reinforced walls 

   = Vertical reinforcing stability factor. 

     = 0.1
'f5.2

fp
3.0

c

yl
                           B-4 
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pl    = The ratio of vertical wall reinforcing area to unit area of horizontal gross  

           concrete section in the wall end region. 

 

The peak reinforcing strain, sm, can be estimated as (Paulay & Priestley, 1993): 

  uwwsm l10.0cl                           B-5 

ywl7.0                                B-6 

Where, 

lw = length of the wall. 

c  = neutral axis depth  

u = ultimate or maximum curvature 

y = yield curvature 

 = curvature ductility demand 

   
y

u




  

 

From NZS 3101:2006: 

ws

y
y

lE

f2
                                B-7 

Where: 

fy  = yield strength of wall reinforcing steel 

Es = Youngs modulus of reinforcing steel.  

Hence using substituting Equation B-7 into Equation B-6 the peak reinforcing steel strain, sm, can be 

calculated as: 

s

y
sm

E

f4.1 
                              B-8 

The critical width, bc, to prevent out-of-plane wall can now be estimated as: 

s

y
oc

E8

f
lb







                            B-9 






 yo
f

1070

l
                           B-10 

Using Equation A-10 the critical buckling width, bc, for doubly reinforced wall with Grade 300 

reinforcing can be calculated as: 







oc l8l0.0b                           B-11 

This is essentially identical to Equation 12b in the original paper written by Paulay & Priestley (1993).  

It is worth noting that if Grade 500 reinforcing is used then Equation B-10 can be simplified to: 







oc l023.0b                           B-12 

Comparing Equation B-11 and B-12 it is evident that walls reinforced with high strength bars will 

have a thicker critical buckling length for a given curvature ductility demand.  It is noted that this is 
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not reflected in the current NZS 3101 requirements.   

Equation B-10 can rewritten including the NZS 3101 critical buckling length factor, km, as: 






 yom
c

f

1070

lk
b                          B-13 

Where: 

km = Critical buckling length factor from NZS 3101:2005 

    =  
  wr

n

lA055.025.0

l


                        B-14 

Re-arranging Equation B-14 the maximum curvature ductility, , for a given buckling width can be 

calculated as: 

y
2
o

2
m

2
c

3

flk

b101150 
                         B-15 

From by Paulay & Priestley (1992) the plastic curvature, p, can be calculated as: 

 1yp                              B-16 

The associated the plastic rotation, p, can then be calculated as: 

  pyp l1                            B-17 

Equation A-15 can now be written in terms of plastic rotations i.e.: 

















 1

flk

b101150
kl

y
2
o

2
m

2
c

3

lpyp                     B-18 

Where 

bc = width of wall provided

y = yield curvature calculated in accordance with Equation B-7 above 

lp  = NZS 3101 effective plastic hinge length. 

kl = Building performance limit state factor. 

   =  1.0 for life safety limit state 

   =  1.5 for collapse prevention limit state 

NZS 3101 does not provide specific guidance on the deformation capacity of reinforced concrete 

elements at the Collapse Limit State (CLS).  The building performance limit state factor, kl, has taken 

as 1.5 on the basis that ULS material strain limits in NZS 3101 have been determined such that 

adequate reserve exists to accommodate the anticipated deformation demands associated with a 

maximum considered earthquake.  

Effective plastic length, lp, for reversing plastic hinges can be calculated as the smaller of Equation 

B-19 and B-20 (SNZ, 2006): 

 lp = 0.5lw                                B-19 

 lp = 0.15M
*
/V

*
                              B-20 

For unidirectional plastic hinges the effective plastic length, lp, can be taken as twice that determined 

for a reversing plastic hinge.  For wall aspect ratios (hw/lw) greater than approximately 5 Equation 

B-20 may govern. 

Table B-1 to B-4 below summarise limiting plastic rotations calculated using Equation B-17 for 

typical wall geometries and reinforcing steel contents.   

Referring to Figure B-2 when boundary elements are provided in potential plastic hinge regions the 
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minimum gross area of boundary element required, Awb,reqd shall not be less than the greater of 

Equations B-21 and B-22 (Paulay & Priestley, 1993): 

2
creqd,wb bA                            B-21 

10

lb
A wc

reqd,wb                           B-22 

 

Figure B-2 Minimum Dimensions of Boundary Elements of Wall Sections with Plastic Hinges (SNZ, 2006) 

 

If the gross area of boundary element provided, Awb,prvd is less than that required by Equations B-21 

and B-22 the limiting plastic rotation associated with out-of-plane bucking calculated using Equation 

B-17 shall be reduced by kwb calculated in accordance with Equation B-23. 

reqd,wb

prvd,wb
wb

A

A
k                               B-23 

Equation B-23 proportional reduces the limiting plastic rotation by using an effective wall width, bc,eff, 

equivalent to: 

reqd,wbeff,c Ab                              B-24 
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Table B-1 Limiting plastic rotations to avoid out-of-plane wall buckling (Doubly reinforced 

wall, ln = 3.0 m, fy = 300 MPa, f’c = 25 MPa, pl = 0.5%, lp = 0.5lw) 

lw  

(m) 

Ar bc/lo bckm 

(mm) 

 Plastic Rotations 

Angle, Radians 

     LS CP 

10 

2 

0.04 80 2.0 0.001 0.002 

0.08 160 7.8 0.010 0.015 

0.12 240 17.6 0.025 0.037 

0.16 320 31.2 0.045 0.068 

0.20 400 48.8 0.072 0.107 

6 

0.04 50 5.1 0.006 0.009 

0.08 99 20.2 0.029 0.043 

0.12 149 45.6 0.067 0.100 

0.16 199 81.0 0.120 0.180 

0.20 248 126 0.188 0.282 

10 

0.04 36 9.6 0.013 0.019 

0.08 72 38.5 0.056 0.084 

0.12 108 86.7 0.129 0.193 

0.16 144 154 0.230 0.344 

0.20 180 240 0.360 0.539 

20 

2 

0.04 40 7.8 0.010 0.015 

0.08 80 31.2 0.045 0.068 

0.12 120 70.2 0.104 0.156 

0.16 160 124 0.186 0.279 

0.20 200 195 0.291 0.437 

6 

0.04 25 20.2 0.029 0.043 

0.08 50 81.0 0.120 0.180 

0.12 74 182 0.272 0.408 

0.16 99 324 0.484 0.727 

0.20 124 506 0.758 1.137 

10 

0.04 18 38.5 0.056 0.084 

0.08 36 154 0.230 0.344 

0.12 54 346 0.519 0.778 

0.16 72 616 0.923 1.384 

0.20 90 963 1.443 2.165 
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Table B-2 Limiting plastic rotations to avoid out-of-plane wall buckling (Doubly reinforced 

wall, ln = 3.0 m, fy = 300 MPa, f’c = 25 MPa, pl = 2.0%, lp = 0.5lw) 

lw  

(m) 

Ar bc/lo bckm 

(mm) 

 Plastic Rotations 

Angle, Radians 

     LS CP 

10 

2 

0.04 80 1.4 0.001 0.001 

0.08 160 5.8 0.007 0.011 

0.12 240 13.0 0.018 0.027 

0.16 320 23.1 0.033 0.050 

0.20 400 36.0 0.053 0.079 

6 

0.04 50 3.7 0.004 0.006 

0.08 99 15.0 0.021 0.031 

0.12 149 33.7 0.049 0.074 

0.16 199 59.9 0.088 0.132 

0.20 248 93.5 0.139 0.208 

10 

0.04 36 7.1 0.009 0.014 

0.08 72 28.5 0.041 0.062 

0.12 108 64.1 0.095 0.142 

0.16 144 113 0.169 0.254 

0.20 180 177 0.265 0.398 

20 

2 

0.04 40 5.8 0.007 0.011 

0.08 80 23.1 0.033 0.050 

0.12 120 51.9 0.076 0.115 

0.16 160 92.2 0.137 0.205 

0.20 200 144 0.215 0.322 

6 

0.04 25 15.0 0.021 0.031 

0.08 50 59.9 0.088 0.132 

0.12 74 134 0.201 0.301 

0.16 99 239 0.358 0.537 

0.20 124 374 0.560 0.840 

10 

0.04 18 28.5 0.041 0.062 

0.08 36 113 0.169 0.254 

0.12 54 256 0.383 0.574 

0.16 72 455 0.682 1.023 

0.20 90 711 1.066 1.599 
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Table B-3 Limiting plastic rotations to avoid out-of-plane wall buckling 

(Singly reinforced wall, ln = 3.0 m, fy = 300 MPa, f’c = 25 MPa, pl = 0.5%, lp = 0.5lw) 

lw  

(m) 

Ar bc/lo bckm 

(mm) 

 Plastic Rotations 

Angle, Radians 

     LS CP 

10 

2 

0.04 80 1.2 0.000 0.000 

0.08 160 4.9 0.006 0.009 

0.12 240 11.0 0.015 0.022 

0.16 320 19.5 0.028 0.042 

0.20 400 30.5 0.044 0.066 

6 

0.04 50 3.2 0.003 0.005 

0.08 99 12.7 0.017 0.026 

0.12 149 28.5 0.041 0.062 

0.16 199 50.6 0.074 0.112 

0.20 248 79.1 0.117 0.176 

10 

0.04 36 6.0 0.008 0.011 

0.08 72 24.1 0.035 0.052 

0.12 108 54.2 0.080 0.120 

0.16 144 96.3 0.143 0.214 

0.20 180 150 0.224 0.336 

20 

2 

0.04 40 4.9 0.006 0.009 

0.08 80 19.5 0.028 0.042 

0.12 120 43.9 0.064 0.096 

0.16 160 78.0 0.116 0.173 

0.20 200 121 0.181 0.272 

6 

0.04 25 12.7 0.017 0.026 

0.08 50 50.6 0.074 0.112 

0.12 74 113 0.169 0.254 

0.16 99 202 0.302 0.453 

0.20 124 316 0.473 0.710 

10 

0.04 18 24.1 0.035 0.052 

0.08 36 96.3 0.143 0.214 

0.12 54 217 0.324 0.485 

0.16 72 385 0.576 0.864 

0.20 90 602 0.901 1.352 
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Table B-4 Limiting plastic rotations to avoid out-of-plane wall buckling (Singly reinforced 

wall, ln = 3.0 m, fy = 300 MPa, f’c = 25 MPa, pl = 2.0%, lp = 0.5lw) 

lw  

(m) 

Ar bc/lo bckm 

(mm)) 

 Plastic Rotations 

Angle, Radians 

     LS CP 

10 

2 

0.04 80 0.9 0.000 0.000 

0.08 160 3.6 0.004 0.006 

0.12 240 8.1 0.011 0.016 

0.16 320 14.4 0.020 0.030 

0.20 400 22.5 0.032 0.048 

6 

0.04 50 2.3 0.002 0.003 

0.08 99 9.4 0.013 0.019 

0.12 149 21.0 0.030 0.045 

0.16 199 37.4 0.055 0.082 

0.20 248 58.5 0.086 0.129 

10 

0.04 36 4.4 0.005 0.008 

0.08 72 17.8 0.025 0.038 

0.12 108 40.0 0.059 0.088 

0.16 144 71.2 0.105 0.158 

0.20 180 111 0.165 0.248 

20 

2 

0.04 40 3.6 0.004 0.006 

0.08 80 14.4 0.020 0.030 

0.12 120 32.4 0.047 0.071 

0.16 160 57.7 0.085 0.127 

0.20 200 90.1 0.134 0.200 

6 

0.04 25 9.4 0.013 0.019 

0.08 50 37.4 0.055 0.082 

0.12 74 84.2 0.125 0.187 

0.16 99 149 0.223 0.334 

0.20 124 233 0.349 0.524 

10 

0.04 18 17.8 0.025 0.038 

0.08 36 71.2 0.105 0.158 

0.12 54 160.2 0.239 0.358 

0.16 72 284 0.426 0.638 

0.20 90 444 0.666 0.999 
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The minimum width of the boundary element, b1, shall not be less than that required by Equation B-25 

(SNZ, 2006): 

30

lk
b ne
1                                  B-25 

Where, 

ke = effective length factor for Euler buckling which can typically be conservatively 

estimated as 0.85. 

 

B3 Comparison With NZS 3101:2005 

The relationship between the curvature ductility factor, , and displacement ductility factor, , for a 

cantilevered wall can be expressed as (from Paulay & Priestley, 1993): 

1
h2

l
l

h

l
3

e

p

e

p













                           B-26 

Where,  

he = effective height of the cantilever wall taken to be 0.67hw. 

Combining Equations B-26 and B-13, the critical displacement ductility demand, , of a wall at the 

onset of out-of-plane buckling can be established.  Referring to Figures B-3 to B-10 critical wall 

thicknesses calculated using Equation B-26 can be compared against that required by Equation 11-20 

in NZS 3101:2005.   

As is illustrated in Figures B-3 to B-6, the critical wall thickness calculated using Equation B-26 

compare well with those required by NZS 3101:2006 for walls with 300 MPa longitudinal reinforcing 

steel.  It can be shown that the differences between that required by the standard and that derived 

above are due to: 

(i) NZS 3101 Equation 11-20 was derived assuming an effective plastic hinge length equal to 

(0.2 + 0.044Ar)lw whereas an effective plastic hinge length of 0.5lw was used in the figures be-

low. 

(ii) Simplifications made when NZS 3101 Equation 11-20 was original developed causes some 

minor inaccuracies at larger wall aspect ratios. 

As illustrated in Figures B-7 to B-10 below, critical wall thickness calculated using Equation B-26 for 

walls with 500 MPa reinforcing steel compare less favourably with that required by NZS 3101:2006.  

Referring to Equations B-11 and B-12 above it is thought that may be because NZS 3101:2006 

underestimates that yield strain of higher grade reinforcing steel i.e. the NZS 3101 equations were 

originally derived for mild steel reinforcing i.e. fy  275 to 300 MPa (Paulay & Priestley, 1993). 
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Figure B-3 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 300 MPa, pl = 0.5%, ln/lw = 1.0, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-4 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 300 MPa, pl = 2.0%, ln/lw = 1.0, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-5 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 300 MPa, pl = 0.5%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-6 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 300 MPa, pl = 2.0%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-7 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 500 MPa, pl = 0.5%, ln/lw = 1.0, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-8 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 500 MPa, pl = 2.0%, ln/lw = 1.0, lw = 10.0 m) 
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B4 Proposed Modification to NZS 3101 Equation 11-20 

A suggested modification to NZS 3101:2006 Equation 11-20 such that the yield strain of higher grade 

reinforcing steel is taken into account is: 

 






3

wrymr

c
10x29

L2Afk
b                       B-27 

Where the variables are as defined in NZS 3101:2006 Section 11.4.2. 

For comparison, critical wall thickness, bc, calculated using Equation B-27 has been plotted against 

that currently required by NZS 3101 the and that calculated using Equation B-26 for 300 MPa 

reinforcing steel (refer Figures B-11to B-14) and 500 MPa reinforcing steel (refer Figures B-15to B-

18). 

Referring to Figures B-11 and B-12, for 300 MPa reinforcing steel critical wall thickness, bc, 

calculated using Equation B-27 is essentially the same as that required by the current standard (i.e. 

within 2%). 

As is illustrated in Figures B-13 and B-14, the critical wall thickness calculated using Equation B-27 

compare well with that determined using Equation B-26 and is significantly more accurate that 

determined by the current standard.  As was described in the previous section, when the current 

NZS 3101 requirements were compared against that required by Equation B-26 for walls with 

300 MPa reinforcing steel, it can be shown that the differences are due to: 

(i) NZS 3101 Equation 11-20 was derived assuming an effective plastic hinge length equal to 

(0.2 + 0.044Ar)lw whereas an effective plastic hinge length of 0.5lw was used in Figures B-13 

and B-14. 

(ii) Simplifications made when NZS 3101 Equation 11-20 was originally developed causes some 

minor inaccuracies at larger wall aspect ratios. 
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Figure B-9 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 500 MPa, pl = 0.5%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-10 Critical Wall Thickness Comparison with NZS 3101:2005 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 500 MPa, pl = 2.0%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-11 Critical Wall Thickness Calculated Using Equation A-27 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 300 MPa, pl = 0.5%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-12 Critical Wall Thickness Calculated Using Equation A-27 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 300 MPa, pl = 2.0%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B-13 Critical Wall Thickness Calculated Using Equation A-27 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 500 MPa, pl = 0.5%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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Figure B1-14 Critical Wall Thickness Calculated Using Equation A-27 (Doubly 

Reinforced, f’c = 25MPa, fy = 500 MPa, pl = 2.0%, ln/lw = 0.5, lw = 10.0 m) 
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B5 Modelling Parameters & Numerical Acceptance Criteria 

Only limited experimental testing exists for walls failing by out-of-plane buckling.  Testing 

undertaken by Goodsir (1985) which form the basis for Paulay & Priestley recommendations (Paulay 

& Priestley,1993) and NZS 3101:2005 indicates that significant lateral strength degradation occurs 

after the onset of wall buckling. 

Experimental testing by Goodsir (1985) demonstrated that walls had adequate ductility capacity to 

resist 4 x  = 4 excursions and 1 x  = 6 exclusion before out-of-plane buckling occurred.  On this 

basis it is felt that an adequate reserve of deformation capacity exists to sustain deformations that are 

1.5 beyond the ULS limits in NZS 3101.  On this basis, until further research is undertaken, it is 

recommended that limiting plastic rotations calculated using Equation B1-18 be considered as ASCE 

41-06 primary limits. 
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APPENDIX C – FLEXURE SHEAR FAILURE OF STRUCTURAL WALLS 

C1 Introduction 

The concrete component of shear resistance in a reinforced concrete shear wall that is sustaining 

flexural hinging will degrade with increasing ductility demands.  Guidance on this is provided in 

NZS3101:2006 (SNZ, 2006) for nominally ductile ( = 1.25), limited ductile ( = 3), and ductile 

( = 6), plastic hinge regions. 

An assessment methodology has been developed to estimate the concrete component of shear 

resistance as a function of plastic hinge rotation.   

 

C2 NZS 3101 Requirements 

NZS 3101:1995 

Clause 9.4.5.2 states that the concrete component of shear resistance, vc, in a ductile reinforced 

concrete shear wall can be calculated as: 

0
A

N
6.0v

g

*

c                                C-1 

Where, 

N
*
 = Wall axial load. 

Ag = Gross area of wall section. 

Clause 17.3.7.5 states that the concrete component of shear resistance, vc, in a limited ductility 

reinforced concrete shear wall can be calculated as: 

0
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N
'f27.0
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5
v

g

*

cc 





















 
                        C-2 

Similarly Clause 9.3.14.6 states that the concrete component of shear resistance, vc, in a nominally 

ductile reinforced concrete shear wall shall be taken as the lesser of Equations C-3 and C-4 below: 
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                      C-4 

For nominally ductile reinforced concrete shear walls NZS 3101:1995 also provides simplified 

provisions whereby the concrete component of shear resistance, vc, is permitted to be taken as not 

greater than c'f2.0 for walls subject to N
*
 in compression and as:  

g

*

cc
A

N
'f2.0v                               C-5 

for walls subject to N
*
 in tension. 
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NZS 3101:2006 

Clause 11.4.7.3 states that the concrete component of shear resistance, vc, in a ductile and 

limited ductile reinforced concrete shear wall can be calculated as: 

0
A4

N
'f27.0v

g

*

cc                           C-6 

Where, 

 = 0.25 for ductile plastic hinge. 

 = 0.5 for limited ductile plastic hinge. 

The concrete component of shear resistance, vc, in nominally ductile reinforced concrete shear 

walls in NZS 3101:2006 were the same as that used in NZS 3101:1995 except that simplified 

provisions were slightly modified such that vc, is permitted to be taken as not greater than:  

cc 'f17.0v                                C-7 

for walls subject to N
*
 in compression and as:  

g

*

cc
A

N
'f17.0v                             C-8 

for walls subject to N
*
 in tension. 

 

B2 NZSEE Recommendations 

NZSEE Guidelines for existing buildings (NZSEE, 2006) Clause 9.4.5.2 stats that the probable 

concrete component of shear resistance, vcp, in a ductile reinforced concrete shear wall can be taken as 

the greater of Equations C-9 and C-10 below: 

g

*
c

pc A25

N'f
6.0v                              C-9 

 


















g

*

cpc A

N
'f

16

5
v                          C-10 

As is noted in the NZSEE Guidelines, Equation C-9 is a slight adjustment of that provided in 

NZS 3101:1995 for ductile hinge regions (i.e. Equation C-1 above) except that the original equation 

was conservatively based on a concrete compression strength of 25 MPa.  Equations C-2 and C-10 are 

essentially identical. 

 

B3 Methodology 

Intuitively it is believed that the concrete component of shear resistance for the flexural hinge regions 

of reinforced concrete shear walls should be proportional to plastic hinge rotations, or curvature 

ductility demands.  This has been established by others (Priestley et. al, 1996) for reinforced concrete 

beams and columns.  However similar guidance for reinforced concrete shear walls has not been 

found. 

In the absence of such information a methodology has been developed using the existing NZSEE 

Guidelines (NZSEE, 2006) and reinforced concrete design standards (SNZ, 1995 & SNZ, 2006).  
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Comparing the equations detailed in the previous section the probable concrete component of shear 

resistance, vcp, can be taken as the greater of Equations C-11 and C-12 below: 

0
A4

N
'f27.0v

g

*

cpc
                         C-11 

0
A25

N'f
6.0v

g

*
c

pc
                            C-12 

A graphical comparison of the concrete component of shear resistance factor associated with 

Equations C-2, C-3, and C-6 is illustrated in Figure C-1 below:  Figure C-2 below illustrates a 

proposed shear resistance factor which could be used for the assessment of existing buildings.   
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Figure C-1 Comparison of NZS 3101:1995 and NZS 3101:2005 Concrete Shear 

Resistance  Factor 
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Figure C-2 Proposed Concrete Component of Shear Resistance  Factor. 

Comparing Figures C-1 and C-2 the proposed factor is similar to that proposed in NZS 3101:1995 

except that a minimum value of 0.25 is maintained for displacement ductility demands greater than 4.  

An expression for the proposed factor is: 








 


4

5
                                C-13 

With the limitation of 1.0 ≤≤0.25 
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From Paulay and Priestley (1992) the displacement ductility demand can be calculated as: 

y

p
1




                                 C-14 

Where, 

p = Total plastic displacement 

y = Yield displacement 

The yield displacement of a cantilever wall can be calculated using Equation C-15 (Paulay and 

Priestley, 1992) as: 

3

h2ey
y


                                 C-15 

Where, 

he  = effective height of the cantilever wall taken to be 0.67hw. 

ws

y
y

lE

f2
                                 C-16 

fy   = yield strength of wall reinforcing steel  

Es  = Youngs modulus of reinforcing steel.  

lw  = length of the wall. 

 

Hence Equation C-15 can be re-written as:  

ws

2
ey

y
lE3

hf2
                                 C-17 

Total plastic displacement can be calculated as (Paulay and Priestley, 1992): 

 pepp l5.0h                               C-18 

Where, 

p = plastic rotation. 

lp  = NZS 3101 effective plastic hinge length. 

Substituting Equations C-17 and C-18 into Equation C-14 the displacement ductility demand for a 

cantilevered wall can be calculated as: 
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1                             C-19 

Noting that for most walls governed by flexural hinging that 0.5lp will typically be much less than he 

Equation C-16 can be conservatively simplified to:  

yr

p
3

fA

10425
1


                              C-20 

Where, 

Ar = Wall aspect ratio taken as hw/lw 

Equation C-13 can now be written in terms of plastic rotations, p, i.e.  

yr

p
3

fA

10x125
1


                              C-21 
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With the limitation of 1.0 ≤≤0.25. 

Referring to Figure C-3 below it can be seen that Equation C-21 generally compares well with 

Equation C-13, although particularly for wall aspect ratios less than 10.  Figure C-4 plots versus 

plastic rotation for various wall aspect ratios. 
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Figure C-3 Proposed Concrete Component of Shear Resistance  Factor 

(fy = 300MPa). 
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Figure C-4 Proposed Concrete Component of Shear Resistance  Factor. 

(fy = 300MPa). 

Out of interest curvature ductility demands, , can be related to displacement ductility demands, , in 

accordance with Equation C-22 (Paulay & Priestley, 1992): 

 
    epep hl5.01hl3

1
1




                         C-22 

Substituting Equation C-22 into Equation C-13, can be plotted in terms of curvature ductility 

demands for various wall aspect ratios (refer Figure C-5).  Figure C-5 is similar to that developed by 

Priestley et. al. (1996) for the seismic assessment of reinforced concrete beams and columns. 
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Figure C-5 Proposed Concrete Component of Shear Resistance  Factor. 

C4 Recommended Assessment Methodology 

The probable concrete component of shear resistance, vcp, in the plastic hinge region of a ductile 

reinforced concrete shear wall can be taken as the greater of Equations C-11 and C-12 below: 

0
A4

N
'f27.0v

g

*

cpc
                         C-11 

0
A25

N'f
6.0v

g

*
c

pc
                            C-12 

Where, 

N
*
 = Wall axial load. 

Ag = Gross area of wall section. 

f’c = Concrete compressive strength. 

yr

p
3

fA

10x125
1


                             C-21 

Ar = Wall aspect ratio taken as hw/lw 

fy   = Yield strength of wall reinforcing steel  

With the limitation of 1.0 ≤≤0.25. 

Figures C-6 to C-9 illustrate the probable concrete component of shear resistance calculated using 

Equations C-11 and C-12 for a wall with 300 MPa wall reinforcing steel and 30 MPa concrete with a 

range of wall aspect ratios (Ar = 2 & 10) and axial loads (N*/Ag = 0.1 and 0.5).  It can be shown that, 

as is illustrated in the figures, for most typical applications Equation C-11 will govern. 
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Figure C-6 Probable Concrete Component of Shear Resistance, vcp 

(f’c = 30MPa, fy = 300 MPa, Ar = 2, N*/Ag = 0.1) 
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Figure C-7 Probable Concrete Component of Shear Resistance, vcp 

(f’c = 30MPa, fy = 300 MPa, Ar = 10, N*/Ag = 0.1) 
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Figure C-8 Probable Concrete Component of Shear Resistance, vcp 

(f’c = 30MPa, fy = 300 MPa, Ar = 2, N*/Ag = 0. 5) 
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Figure C-9 Probable Concrete Component of Shear Resistance, vcp 

(f’c = 30MPa, fy = 300 MPa, Ar = 10, N*/Ag = 0.5) 
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